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Storm watch

New economy

Knights to take on No. 9 Hurricanes
at home this weekend-sEESPORTS,A6

student aid at Lou Frey
Institute - SEE NEWS,A2

Congresswoman talks

more than a
month.
Schaller
masturbated
via a
Web cam,
once while
Schaller
wearing
wearing a
UCF T-shirt, while chatting
online with the undercover
3 with an undercover Pahn deputy.
Beach County Sheriff's
Schaller also mentioned
deputy, who was posing as a that he was "into real kinky
14-year-old, according to a stuff." He proceeded to
sheriff's report released by describe graphic sex acts
the Palm Beach County through instant messages
State Attorney's office. and asked the deputy if she
These chats continued for would be interested in par-

Student arrested in
underage sex sting
On Thursday:

UCF receives space grant

i

by Manuel Cintron
Northrop Grumman donates
$25,000 to UCF to fund space
education and training.

Losing weight and
fighting hunger

ASHLEY CARNIFAX

two counts of cruelty
toward a child by transmission of material harmful to a
A UCF student was child.
arrested Monday and faces
Nathan Schaller, a 23charges in one count of year-old psychology underusing a computer to seduce, graduate, began chatting on
solicit or lure a child and Yahoo! Messenger on Sept.
Online News Editor

by Paul Lattibeaudaire
WeightWatchers''Lose for Good'
campaign is helping fight
hunger by donating a pound of
food for each pound members

Arena

lose.

:,

vendors

On Friday:

Faces accepts models
of all shapes, sizes
,)

lookfor

by Tamra Martin
Faces, um only modeling
troupe, accepts models
regardless oftheir weight

support

Club critiques film
by Terri Klec~ner
Cinematheque is an unofficial
film dub that meets to observe
and discuss filmmaking
techniques.

New rules limit
vendors, patrons
, LINDSAY DECARLO

On Saturday:

ContributingWriter

UCF alum running for
office in Seminole

by Kerri Anne Renzulli
Jeff Hartzler, a UCF alumnus,
could become Oviedo's youngest
city council chainnan.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

MENTAL HEALTH IS
IMPORTANT, HELP
END THE STIGMA
Join the effort to help reduce the
stigma associated with mental
health and learn about campus
health resources at an event in the
Student Union from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m. Call 407-823-2811 for info.

LOCAL&STATE, A2

CRAB FISHERMEN
THINK MARKET FOR
CRABS WILL BE UP
Commercial fishermen are
optimistic that this year there will
be a healthier consumer appetite
for stone crab claws. The stone
crab season begins in the Keys on
Thursday and ends May 15.

GENERIC THYROID
MEDICINE APPROVED
BY FLORIDA BOARD
The Florida Board of Pharmacy
voted to make a common thyroid
medicine more readily available to
patients as a generic. Health News
Florida reports that almost all
states have taken the same vote.
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ticipating in them.
Schaller also sent several
photographs to the deputy,
including two images of an
erect penis and two images
ofhimsel£
According to an article in
the Palm Beach Post, a
judge ruled that Schaller is
to be held in lieu of bail and
if released, he is to be held
on house arrest.
Schaller is a resident of
Winter Haven and was
booked into the Pahn Beach
County Jail
The investigation is
being handed over to the
Polle County Sheriff's

ggo 730
I HIGH LOW
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The Townhouse:A relic of Oviedo past

Forget the orange·and green

The Townhouse of Oviedo
has been around for more
than 60 years, but in all the
changes to Orlando, it has
kept its small-town appeal
and homemade taste.

When the Hurricanes blow in this weekend for the
game, remember one very important thing: you're a
Knight, and cheering for the Canes makes you an
enemy of the state. Our guest columnist Matt
Reinstetle urges you closet Miami fans out there:
leave the orange and green at home.

Gary Lee, owner and
manager of Boba Tease
Asian Fusion, said he is
not receiving the support
he needs from UCF to
make his business a success.
Baba Tease Asian
Fusion is located in the
UCF Arena, and Lee said
rules have recently been
implemented that prevent patrons from taking
food from arena vendors
to their seats during
events.
"This is a main portion
of my business," Lee said.
"If people cannot bring
their food into events,
why would they want to
purchase it?"
Lee also said those
who attend camps or conferences in the arena are
instructed to eat at UCF
Dining locations such as
Knightros and Marketplace, eliminating his
business from their
options.
"Hundreds of campers
pass by every day of summer, and I just watch
PLEASESEEVENDORS ON A4

Spirits stay high despite
early political setbacks
NICOLE LAUBER
Contributing Writer

A UCF student who has
run for the Student Government Association Senate
five times, only winning
twice, and lost a run to be the
Democratic candidate for
the Florida Senate, has not
been discouraged
Twenty-two-year-old
Richard Skandera uses a
quote by a founding father to
keep motivated.
Thomas Jefferson said,
''When you reach the end of
your rope, tie a knot in it and
hang on"
Skandera, who is earning
his master's degree in
anthropology, first won a
senate seat for the College of
Sciences during his sophomore year in 2006, after his
first loss as a freshman He

unsuccessran
fully
again in 2007
and2008but
reclaimed a
seat on the
42nd
SGA
Skandera
Senate this
time as the
Graduate Studies Seat 3
senator.
''I enjoyed my time on the
39th [Senate] and I just wanted to continue my work,"
Skandera said "I thought I
could be helpful on the senate. I thought I could do a lot
for the student body:•
Although
Skandera
aspires to be like Thomas
Jefferson by having the
"mindset of always trying to
accomplish whatever you
· can," he credits ideas and
PLEASE SEE

SENATOR ON A4

Regal removes discounts
Students must pay
full price on weekends
MATT REINSTETLE
Contributing Writer

I

Three movie theaters
around UCF are no longer
offering discounted student tickets on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Regal Cinemas won't
be offering the $8.50 student discount on these
days leaving students to
pay the full adult price of
$10 for a movie ticket. The
discounted student price
will still be available Sunday though Thursday,
however.
Regal owns three theaters around UCF: Waterford Lakes Stadium 20,
Oviedo Marketplace Stadium 22 and Winter Park
Village Stadium 20.
UCF students who go
to Regal Cinemas in the

... _. ......-........ ""'
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Waterford Lakes Stadium 20 & IMAX is one of the many local Regal Cinemas
that will no longer be offering discounts to students on Friday and Saturday.

•

Willyoustillgoto
Regal Cinerrw?
www.UCFNews.com

area said they are not
pleased with the rise in
prices.
"I think it's terrible
because this is the big
movie theater in the area,
and I think they are taking
advantage of the college
students because they

know we are all going to
come here," said Riley
Kennedy, an undeclared
freshman
Managers at Waterford
Lakes Stadium 20 & IMAX
declined to comment on
the company's new ticket
policy.
''I will be coming here
more during the week
PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON AS

A2
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AROUND
News and notices for

the UCF community

Mental health is important
Join the effort to help
reduce the stigma associated with mental health
and learn about campus
health resources.
The event, called the
"Healthy Knights Expo,"
will be today in the
entrance of the Student
Union from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m.
Call 407-823-2811 for
more information.

Don't fall prey to the swine
There will be a onehour session providing an
overview of the HlNl
influenza virus, including
an update on the epidemiological
information,
symptoms of infection,
prevention and treatment.
The session will be in
the Teaching Academy
Building, room 110 from 2
p.m. until 3 p.m.
Call 407-823-2605 for
more information.

Dealing with stress is easy
The UCF Counseling
Center is hosting a discussion and presentation
about stress management.
There will be tips and
resources on how to deal
with the pressures of life
related to school and how
to better manage them.
The session will be in
the Student Union, room
220 from 6 p.m. until 7
p.m.
Call 407-823-2811 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep with local headlines

you may have missed

Crab fishermen think market
for aabs will inaease in 2009
MARATHON - Commercial fishermen are optimistic that this year there
will be a healthier consumer
appetite for stone crabs
claws.

Stone crab season begins
today and ends May 15.
Gary Graves, vice president of Keys Fisheries, said
that last season low deirullld
caused by the recession had
many commercial fishermen in the Florida Keys
keeping their traps on land
Keys Fisheries is one of the
largest processors of claws
in the state. This year,
Graves' fishermen have all
their traps deployed.

Generic thyroid medicine
approved by Florida board
TALLAHASSEE - The
Florida Board of Pharmacy
voted to make a common
thyroid medicine more
readily available to patients
as a generic.
Health News Florida
reports that almost all states
have taken steps like Tuesday's vote.
Abbott Laboratories can
still challenge the rule. If the
rule is not challenged, it
could become effective by
early 2010, said attorney
Diane Guillemette.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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CAMPUS
Kosmas speaks
on health care
and education

The Studenr Newspaper at UCFsince 196B

•
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VILOCPHAM
StaffWriter

Congresswoman Suzanne Kosmas called students "the lucky ones"
during the economic recession,
because of the educational opportunities ahead of them.
College and high school students
gathered in the Pegasus Ballroom to
hear Kosmas discuss higher education. the economy and health care at
a forum hosted by the Lou Frey Institute Monday.
Some students voiced their opinions during an open question-andanswer segment of the event
"You personally approved spending and now we have a record deficit.
Why should we trust you?" Kelly
Riordan. a sophomore communication sciences and disorders major,
said. ''You committed generational
theft. You're stealing from my kids,
you're stealing from me and you're
stealing from my grandchildren"
Kosmas said the deficit was inherited and Congress intends to reduce it
and make health care solvent in time.
"I feel it is very important, especially as young voters, we need to get
out there. It's our future so w.e need to
get involved," Riordan said
Kosmas said it's because of this
generation that she decided to run for
Congress and try to bring about
change in areas that she said are
important to her and today's generation One of those areas is the economy.
Daniel Leonard, a freshman engineering major, said because Kosmas
represents Florida's 24th District, he
wanted to be more politically aware
and listen to what Kosmas had to say
about health care and higher education
''I see that she definitely shares a
lot ofmy values and goals for where I
want our country to go," he said.
Kosmas said a new economy can
be created through energy projects
and reduced energy consumption.
She said she personally believes any
kind of job or opportunity or idea
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Congresswoman Suzanne Kosmas speaks to a group of high school and college students about the
economy, higher education and the unew generation."

related to alternative energy has
potential to be a winner.
''You want to keep a clean environment that we can be proud of as a
place for future generations to live
[in]:' she said
Kosmas said there are signs of
economical improvement and
growth but said the "new economy''
will require new skills and opportunities.
''You all are the lucky ones:' she
said ''You're in a situation where you
are able to continue to work on your
education. build your skills, build
your lmowledge and gain all that you
need in order to succeed in the new
economy:'
She said she is working on the students' behalf because getting the best
education possible is important for
the future.
Through the Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act, additional
money will be available to students
by cutting out the middleman so they
can get lower interest rates on loans
and more money from the the Feder-

•

Sports Editors
Ryan Bass and
William Perry x215

al Pell Grant Program, according to
the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Education and Labor's
Web site.
She said many Pell Grants go
unused because people don't want to
go through the paperwork. However,
SAFRA will reduce the application
process for financial aid, which will
make it much easier to take advan-
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Kosmas also discussed health care
and said her first priority is to reduce
cost of care to make it affordable for
everyone. According to Kosmas,
health care consumed 17 percent of
the United States' gross domestic
product and is expected to jump to 25
percent by 2025.
Everyone has a different perspective on health care reform, Kosmas
said The goal is to come to a consensus on a plan by the end of this year.
"Hopefully we'll end up with
something that will bring us on the
right track to getting what we want to
accomplish and be fiscally responsible at the same time," she said
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Students pack Pegasus Ballroom for Lou Frey Symposium
JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

While the students who crowded
into the Pegasus Ballroom inside the
Student Union on Monday for the
Lou Frey Institute Symposium
heard speakers, presenters and
debate, one thing they didn't hear
about is the work that went into the
event.
Planning for the symposium,
which takes place once every fall
and spring, is an 18-month process,
said Drew Lanier, an associate professor in the political science
department. Lanier works with the
Lou Frey Institute.
Getting the room booked, securing the dates on the UCF calendar
and with local high schools and

developing topic ideas are the early
challenges.
Coming up with points of discussion for the symposium is the
biggest challenge faced, Lanier said
"Probably the topic ends up
being the hardest part," Lanier said
"We try to keep it current, not too
old of a topic."
Students also help in the planning process.
Genevieve Napolitano, a political
science major, is a student assistant
with the Lou Frey Institute. She said
the combined effort of the Student
Government Association and the
institute helped bring in more attention
'Working with SGA was a new
opportunity this semester to further
engage UCF students, which took

careful planning and coordination,"
Napolitano said.
Both Lanier and Napolitano said
the fall 2009 symposium was a success, and their work was worth seeing the Pegasus Ballroom at full
capacity.
"Our speakers were engaging
and insightful about our economy's
future as relevant to our cohort, and
the Pegasus Ballroom was left with
standing room only throughout the
entirety of the panels," Napolitano
said.
Lanier said it is hard to lmow
what the exact attendance was due
to some students only staying for
one or two of the speakers but said it
was full all day.
"The room holds 650, and it was
packed basically all day," Lanier said.
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Friday

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Forty percent chance of

SCATTERED rain. West southwest winds at 12
T-STORMS mph.

High:88°
Low:73°

Tonight: Storms into the evening.
Winds southwest at 10 mph.

High:84°

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 63°

t~~
~

Saturday

High:77°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:55°
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UCF alumni run local cage-free dog daycare

..i,

MEGAN VANWAUS
Contributing Writer

·,

)

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

The University of
Doglando is not a shelter for UCF students'
pets. In fact, it's not a
· shelter at all.
It's a fully functioning business owned by
UCF alumni Nimesh
and Teena Patel.
The facility is a
cage-free dog daycare,
but the Patels have
often found themselves
trying to adopt animals
out that have been
abandoned at their
doorstep.
"When
someone
comes to us with an
unwanted dog, we first
advise that they call a
local rescue group, and
we will even contact
the group for them if
they hang around long
enough," Teena Patel
said.
But so far that hasn't
been the case.
Recently, a ma).e pit
bull was kicked out of a
truck onto Doglando
property. The dog was
terrified of humans,
had cuts and bruises on
him and was believed
to have been used for
dog fighting. He is still
at Doglando, looking
for a permanent home.
The Patels have had
students bring in dogs
with severe mange and
. matting in their fur,
extremely overgrown
nails where the nail has
grown back into the
paw, hair loss due to
lack of nutrition, emaciation and blindness.
There are several
things college students
should consider before
choosing to get a pet,
the first of which is
roommates.
"We want every single roommate to be a
part of this decision,"
Teena said.' "The reason for this is ultimately if you're stuck in a
class, at. the library
studying, or whatever,
you're going to depend
on them to help you
out with the dog."
There are also several factors to consider
when
deciding
whether to get a pet
and also which kind
and breed of animal.
Vaccinations, spaying or neutering, food,
crates or housing, litter;
leashes,. collars and
· toys are just some of
the basic necessities for
your average cat or
'.dog. Even animals like
guinea pigs or fish
require
necessary
maintenance, including
vitamins for non-vitamin-C-producing
guinea pigs and cleaning and filtering fish
tanks.
Teena strongly suggests students consider
whether· they have the
time, finances and
energy to keep up with
the type of breed they
·choose if they decide to
get a dog. Some require
regular grooming while
others may be large
dogs with excess energy, not ideal for small
apartment living.
Sophomore Madelyn Sovern can relate.
Along with her roommates, she has six cats,
on~ dog, one rabbit and
one rat. The dog, which
belongs to her roommate, is a chow mix
adopted from the
SPCA
"Especially since we
don't have enough time ·
to give· it the exercise it
needs, the dog that we
have at the apartment
has a lot of energy to
burn, and she kind of
takes it out on the furniture," Sovern said.
Another issue for
Sovern is one that is all
too common. Although
most of their cats are
foster cats, Sovern and
her roommates are
technically over their
apartment complex's
pet limit. No pets are
allowed in on-campus
housing, and most
UCF-affiliated off-cam\

0

Teena Patel, coowner of Doglando, a
cage-free dog
daycare, brings the
dogs in from playing
in the yard. Patel, a
UCF alumna, offers
free consultations to
students interested
in getting a dog.

For more photos
'ofDoglando:
www.UCfNews.com

pus housing has the same
restrictions. Students can
find some apartment
complexes in the area that
do allow pets but'usually
have to put down a pet
deposit that ranges from
$100 to $400.
University of Doglando client, Janie Nelson,
said some students don't
take the commitm~nt of
owning a pet seriously.
"When I wasm college,
I had a wonderful dog
named Mindy," Nelson
said. 'Mer college, I mar.ried; and my husband was
going to graduate school
in another state. We tried
and tried but were unable
to find an affordable place
to live where we were
allowed to have a dog. I
was heartbroken and had
to find her a new home."
"When a college student decides to get a dog,
sometimes those life
changes are a few years
down the road, and they
are not thinking of those
possibilities at that time.
Of course, that is not to
say that college students
can't be wonderful,
responsible pet owners. I
personally think that is a
difficult time in their life
to take on that responsibility."
The University ofDoglando offers a free consultation for anyone interested in getting a dog.
"We discuss the type of
expenses you need to be
aware of and will ask if
you can afford them,
including possible grooming costs," Teena said.
"We cover the dog's
demeanor and what it is
bred for and will ask if
you can keep up with it.
We ask what your current
lifestyle is, not how you
are going to change once
you get the dog."

MELISSA CHADBOURNE/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FIRST GENERATION IN COLLEGE
MATCHING GRANT PROGRAM
'1t gave me the hope I needed. "
Rebecca Sheridan

DOUBLE

your IMPACT.

The State of Florida First Generation in College Matching
Grant Program makes available a dollar-for-dollar match
on private gifts, from donors like yourself, that support
first generation students.
The state of Florida has made available nearly $1 million
dollars m matching funds. Help us to reach otJr·state
match goal by making your gift to a First Generation
Scholarship account today.
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The pride you'll feel in being a doctor increases
dramatically when you care for our Soldiers and their
Families. Courage is contagious. Our Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) helps you reach your goal by
providing full.tuition, money towards books and lab fees, a
$20,000 sign-on bonus, plus a monthly stipend of $1,992.
To learn more about the U.S. Army Health Care Team,
call a Health Care Recruiter at,407-896-0780, email
9B30@usarec.army.mil, or visit
healthcare.goarmy.corn/info/mchpspl.
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.Vendors: Football saved us. Senator stays hopeful
FROM

A1

them walk by," Lee said.
According to tax reports
prepared by Lee, there were
several days in the summer
session when more than 500
people were in the UCF Arena
attending a camp or event, but
his revenue for the entire day
was $100 or less.
The UCF Continuing Education program is responsible
for planning camps and training programs. Sarah Faehnle,
coordinator of the program,
said they arrange a small percentage of the camps that are
on ,campus and help make the
dining arrangements for those
programs.
"We plan the meals on a
program to program basis, but
many camps actually request
to eat at the dining halls like
Knightros and Marketplace
because of the size of their
group," Faehnle said. "We work
with them to select whatever
type of dining location or
experience they choose."
Ronald Lamkin, a representative of University Properties
International, LLC, the company responsible for operating
the UCF Arena, said that nothing is being done to hurt arena
vendors.
"There is an agreement
between the university and
Boston Culinary Group, who is
the official concession of the
Arena. We are just trying to
honor this agreement," Lamkin
said.
Lee is unsatisfi~d.
"I feel like this is a real
monopoly situation, and it is
just unfair," he said. "This p\ace
is my livelihood, and I am
doing everything possible to

succeed here, but it is just
tough."
Other businesses located
within the Knights Plaza commerce center at UCF include:
Balagan Kosher Mediterranean
Cafe, Jimmy John's, Knightros,
Kyoto Sushi, Maggie Moo's Ice .
Cream, Papa John's Pizza, Red
Brick Pizza, Starbucks, Subway, .
Tailgaters Sports Bar, Barnes &
Noble, Beach Scene Surf Shop,
Knight Aide Pharmacy and the
Princeton Review tutoring
center.
UCF is one of the few universities nationwide that has
such facilities on campus to
service students, but lately
some of these business proprietors are feeling the effects of a
bad economy and suffering
from the restrictions mentioned by Lee.
Because the businesses rely
heavily on students - their
largest customer base - summer was a slow season.
According to Greg Sorenson, owner of Beach Scene-Surf
Shop, Knights Plaza is in a
location that ·can be easily
overlooked and without proper
signage and advertising they
may be missing out on potential customers.
The concerns of Sorenson
are confirmed by Alison Ames,
an environmental engineering
major.
"I didn't even know that
was what it was called," Ames
said. "I've seen it, but I've
never thought of actually going
down there. I really think they
need a lot more advertise-ments and signs throughout
campus?
These measures, however
effective, are costly and time
consuming. ·

According to Sorenson, it
can take up to six months to get
a sign approved, and the business owners have to fund these
endeavors so that the signs are
professional and well mainfained.
. Lee said he has done everything he can to attract more
students.
'
"I have purchased games
and ping pong tables to
encourage students to come
eat in the arena lobby, but business is still very slow at this
time, even though summer is
over, we are still slow," he said.
Beach Scene has tried
advertising in .several different
newspapers. They are also
offering specials, deals and discounts, including a free gift
with many purchases.
The surf shop also hosts
local bands outside the shop on
special events like game days.
Boba Tease is offering
lunch specials with lower ·
prices.
Some of the businesses said
the UCF Football season _has
had a very positive impact on
their revenues.
After a summer of slow
business, the fall semester has
reinvigorated the flow of custamers at Red Brick Pizza.
Britney Lamb, supervisor of
the restaurant, estimates that
85 percent of all business
comes from students, so the
fall semester was welcomed by
all.
"Football season has saved
us," Lamb said.
Knights Plaza businesses
have also benefited from their
ability to accept Dining Dollars
from students, which are prepaid on the UCF ID card, Lee
said.
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perseverance, as opposed to people, as being his biggest influence.
"One of the things I learned
while serving on SGA was you
always have to be persistent to get
things accomplished because
there's always give-and-take in the
legislature," he said "It's always
about negotiating a way through
everything, always trying to persevere, always trying to do the right
thing and making sure there's some
type of accountability within the
system."
Skandera also ran as a democratic candidate in the Horida Sen. ate race in 2008. He represented
District 11, which stretches from
north Pinellas County through
Pasco, Hernando and Citrus
counties in the western area of the
counties. Although he was unsuccessful in his efforts, he vied for the
spot because he was unhappy with
how the state Legislature was conducting business, mostly concerning education in Florida
"I thought they were ignoring
issues that were growing "Yith the
educational system," Skandera said
·~ the past legislative session, they
cut Bright Futures, and that was a
result of not doing anything for the
past three years ... A lot of people
knew what was coming."
By campaigning for a better education system, a clean environment
and a more transparent government, Skandera wanted to. represent a demographic ofstudents and
younger individuals in the Florida·
· Senate.
"I've heard a lot of the debates
that 'you're' too young to run,' but
then I say; Well, what's represented
in the government?"' Skandera said
"It's to represent the entire population and not just a certain segment''
Will Lusk, an SGA senator who

was found in violation of election

statutes Friday, served with Skandera on the 39th SGA Senate.
''The one thing that really
impressed me was that [Skandei.-a]
had a lot of respect in the 39th Student Senate,'' Lusk said "He was
relatively quiet, but when he spoke
on a certain issue, peoplelistened to
him."

One thing Skanderahopes to see
accomplished this year is more student representation in three directsupport organizations: the UCF
Convocation Center Corp., the
UCF Golden Knights Corp., and the
UCF Finance Corp.
"People would be surprised at
exactly what those corporatio~
consist of, their assets and how
much they're in debt," Skandera
said in reference to the Convocation Center. The corporation is
approximately $240 million in debt,
and once the convocation center
project is paid off, the initial debt
plus interest will equate to approximately $450 million, according to
Skandera.
He also hopes to expand the
focus ofthe UCF Scholarship Committee. As opposed to giving scholarships directly to in9ividuals,
Skandera wants to broaden its
scope by giving scholarships to
research that is being conducted by
students.
Stephen Mortellaro, SGA'.s
director of goveriunent affairs, met
Skandera in 2004 when they both
attended a College Democrats
,meeting. Mortellaro also served on
the 39th SGA Senate with Skandera
and said he believes all students can
learn something from Skandera.
"I think just the persistence itself
speaks volumes on [Skandera's] ·
character,'' Mortellaro said "The
message that he's telling everyone
is don't give up, and more importantly; do what you believe is right"
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USF's MISprograms blend technologywithbusiness. In additionto softwaredevelopment, our emphasis onproject management, databases, business intelligence, ERP, and
informationsecurity gives youskillstodomore. You'll havethetechnical savvy to lead
developersand analysts. And you'll havethebusiness skills
•
toexecuteprojects on time, under budget, andontarget.
Learn more about USF's bachelor and masters degree
programsat coba.usf.edu/mis.
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401-211-1616 401~513-9000 401-243-6100
www.marriott.com/mcoce www.residenceinn.com/mcore
Ask about our UCF discounted
•99 Fully Equipped Suites
• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
•Complimentary Full Breakfast
Most Rooms
Buffet
•Courtyard Cafe Open fur
Breakfast Daily

www.marriott.com/mcots
rates
•1OS Fully Equipped Suites

•

• Full Cable with Showtime
•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ

•Complimentary Social Hour

Area

M-TH 6p -7:30p

•Outdoor Heated Pool
andJacuzzi
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• Limited Maid Service
•Daily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

•2 Meeting Rooms fur
up to 40 People

•Outdoor Pool, Jaruzzi
&Sportscourt

• High Speed Internet Acces.s

• High Speed Internet Acces.s

• High Speed Internet Access

• Alternative Student Housing

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!

The Maniott Way
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Students must travel farther for movie discounts
FROM

Al

because it's cheaper,'' said
Jennifer Lamb, a senior public administration major.
"Or just coming less in general."

Saving money is important in an economic recession.
"Bowling at Firkin is too
expensive, this place is
ridiculous now - 10 bucks
for a ticket - I mean, $7.50

was a lot," said Jessi Goldsmith, a senior education
major. "They should definitely give it back; I don't
think it's fair because this is
a college town."
UCF students will now
have to go farther away
from the campus to get
cheaper movie tickets.
Three theaters featuring
movies on their initial-run
offer special discounts for
college students with valid

student IDs, including is a high-end theater located
AMC Altamonte Mall 18, on South Orange Avenue in
the Plaza Cinema Cafe Downtown Orlando that
downtown and Premiere specializes in providing
Cinema 14 at the ,Fashion meals along with movies. It
has a college night on
Square Mall.
AMC's Altamonte loca- · Wednesdays that features
tion features "Student Day'' tickets for $4.75 and a 16"
on Thursday offering $7 pizza for $7.50, according to
tickets. It also has $6 tickets the Plaza Cafe's Web site.
Premiere Cinema 14 has
for movies that start before
noon every day, according an early showing spec;ial
to the AMC Web site.
price of $4.50 for movies
·fhe Plaza Cinema Cafe beginning before noon and

student ticket prices are $7
after that, according to Premiere Cinema's voicemail.
Premiere Cinema is located
at 3201 East Colonial Drive
and is about 12 miles from
UCF.
Students looking for
cheaper tickets who don't
mind waiting a few months
to see a movie can go to second-run theaters. The two
closest second-run theaters
around UCF are Touchstar

Cinemas Colonial Promenade 6 and the Picture
Show at Altamonte.
The
Colonial
Promenade is the closest
second-run theater to UCF,
located roughly 12 miles
from the UCF main campus
at 4672 East Colonial Drive.
The Promenade has $1 tickets on Tuesdays and $2.50
tickets for- the rest of the
week, according to its voicemail.
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NEXT GAME

-Hfc~vs.
UCF

Miami

Sat., 7:30 p.m. j Bright House Stadium

·Hurricanes
storm their·
way into
·Orlando

Phillies use ninth-inning rally
to move on to NLCS
DENVER -All of asudden, the
crumbling closer was wearing purple
pinstripes instead of Phillies red and
white.
Brad Lidge retired TroyTulowitzki for
the final out for the second straight
night, sending Philacfelphia to the NL
championship series with a 5-4 win
over the Colorado Rockies.
Lidge's second save Monday - the
other came just past midnight in Game
3 -was sweet redemption for the
Phillies closer who went from perfect a
year ago to perfectly awful in 2009.
He converted all 48 save chances last
year, capped when he struck out Tampa
Bay's Eric Hinske in Game 5to clinch the
Phillies'World Series title. But he lost
his perfect touch this season - he led
the majors with 11 blown saves, went
0-8 with a 7.21 ERA and briefly lost his
job in September.
Now, he's perfect in the postseason
once again.
"I've said it before, people go
through ups and downs. As long as he's
throwing well for us right now, that's all
that matters; Ryan Howard said.
Howard hit a two-run double with
two outs in the ninth inning off Huston
Street andscored on Jayson Werth's
single as Philadelphia rallied past the
resilient.Rockies in Game 4on Monday
to reach the NL championship series.
''Was it a good pitch to Howard? No,
it wasn't my best pitch," Street said. "It
wasn't painted on the knees at the
black. But it was down and it was out.
He's a good hitter. Sometimes you get
beat'
Tulowitzki, who flied out to end
Game 3, struck out this time, and the
Phillies celebrated on the infield at
chilly Coors Field before retreating to
the clubhouse for another champagne
shower.

GOLF .· · '

-

U.S.defeats International
squad to win President's Cup
. SAN FRANCISCO- Fred Couples
had his best week in golf without ever
swinging a club,
The U.S. captain sat at the center of
the table, lined on both sides by a
dozen players who had done just about
everything right at the Presidents Cup
and walked away with another
overwhelming victory Sunday overthe
International team.
Sitting next to each other were Tiger
Woods and Phil Mickelson, who didn't
lose a match all week.Woods became
only the third player in the Presidents
Cup to go 5-0, while Mickelson was 40-1and every bit as impressive the way
he raised the level of three partners.
At the far end of the table was NBA
icon Michael Jordan, who inspired awe
and preached teamwork.
No wonder it all felt so easy.
"Basically, these guys played golf and
did it all;' Couples said. "I would like to
say that Ididn't have a whole lotto do
with it'.'

Astrong American team lived up to
its reputation at Harding Park with a

19.5-14.5 victory, keeping their record
perfect on American soil and winning
the gold cup for the third straight time.
''They are just one hell of ateam;'
Ernie Els said. ''We have to pretty much
go lfack to the drawing board, because
they are a pretty well-oiled team, and
it's hard to beat that kind of team:'
Woods and Steve Stricker became
the first partnership in the Presidents
Cup to win all four oftheir matches.
Woods looked every bit the world's No.
1 player in the world when he delivered
the defining moment of these matches
- on the verge of losing in foursomes
Saturday, he holed a 25-foot birdie putt
on the 17th and hit a 3-iron to 8feet for
an eagle that was conceded i.na crucial
victory.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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WILL PERRY
Sports Editor
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Miami quarterbackJacory Harris has guided the Hurricanes to a 4-1 record with three wins over top-20 teams and has thrown 1,225 yards and 10 touchdowns.

Wm against Miami would change program
Just sit back and imagine this scene for a
minute.
A sea of more than
45,000 fans, most of them
decked out in orange and
green. walking out of
Bright House Networks
Stadium on Saturday with
frowns on their faces, like
UCF just did the unthinkable.,
Like UCF finally won
the big game. Like the
Knights actually beat
Miami.
Could it happen?
A win against Miami
would be a victory of epic
proportions for the UCF
football program. It
would mean they would
finally be included in the
conversation among the
top football programs in
the state. It would be their
first win ever against a
ranked BCS opponent

RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

Remove all of those
biases and take off that
Miami hat, you UCF fan.
Hop off the Hurricane
bandwagon for a second
and pause for this
thought. It's important.
Wbatwouldrtmeanto
the UCF football program
to beat Miami this weekend?
For starters, it would
be the biggest victory in
school history. It would
be the single biggest
moment in UCF football
history, period.

It would be bigger
than the opening of the
new on-campus stadium
in 2007.
Wait, what happened
-in that game? Oh yeah,
UCF fell by just 3 points
to No. 6 Texas.
Bigger than beating
Alabama 40-38 on the
road in 2000.
Yes, even bigger than
the Knights first Conference USA championship
in 2007 and former UCF
running back Kevin
Smith's historic 2,567-yard
rushing season.
For the past decade,
UCF has been measured
with the success ofthe
program that shall not be
named in Tampa Since ·
2005, that team is 6-4
against nationally ranked .
opponents, including

BYTHE NUMBERS
1
The number oftimes UCF and
Miami have faced each other in
their history.That game came last
season, where the Knights lost
20-14 in South Florida.
4
The total number of rushing yards
the Knights had last season
against the Hurricanes in Miami.

7
The number of interceptions
Miami QB Jacory Harris has
thrown this season. He has also
passed for 10TD's.
9
Miami is ranked No. 9 in the
nation acco'rding to the AP poll
heading into Saturday's game.

Batten down the hatches, there are 66 Hurricanes
on their way to Orlando.
It's been 73 years since
the last time the Miami
Hurricanes have come
here to play a football
game.
Last year, in rainy conditions on the road, UCF
nearly weathered the
storm but lost just 20-14 in
the first meeting between
the teams.
However, Saturday's
match-up between UCF
and Miami presents a
somewhat different forecast.
For starters, No. 9
Miami (4-1) has a quarterback in place this season.
something the team lacked
for parts of an up-anddown 2008, as Jacory Harris split time under center
last year against the
Knights. But now, five
games into 2009, both
Miami and its sophomore
quarterback are off to~ torrid start.
Harris has completed
62.5 percent of his passes
and has thrown for 1,225
yards and 10 touchdowns.
He is a big reason why
Miami was able to· get
through a grueling start to
the season. with the team's
first four games coming
against top-20 opponents.
Miami went 3-1 through
that stretch and saw its
sophomore quarterback
grow before its very eyes.
That being said, if there's
one weakness Harris has
shown, it's that he's prone
to the early interception.
In order to keep the·
score close, the Knights

29
Players on UCF's roster that call
South Florida home.

PLEASESEE WIN ON A7

VIDEO: UCF vs.

·

Miami preview
www.UCFNews.com
PLEASE SEE

HURRICANES ON AB

UCF ports brief8

UCF rides early goals to victory
Men's soccer
In Tuesday night soccer action.
the UCF men's soccer team (5-42) used four first half goals to take
control of the game early and reel
off a 4-2 victory over Mercer University (4-6-2) in non-conference
play at the UCF Soccer Complex.
"It was imperative to get off to
a great start," UCF head coach
Bryan Cunningham said. "We
talked about it since last Thursday
after that big win at FIU. It's been
a big focus in practice all week to
get off to a' fast start and finish the
game."
The Knights had 10 first-half
shots, including eight shots on
goal, to dominate the game early
and earn their second straight victory. UCF closed out its non-conference schedule with a convinc. ing win over the visiting Bears,
which is a good sign as they are
set to host the Conference USA'/

leading Marshall Thundering
Herd this Sunday.
Benjamin Hunt got the game
going for the Knights, when freshman Nik Robson found Hunt
open at the far post for his third
goal of the season. Then. in a period of six minutes, UCF notched
three goals to break the game
open. Junior Camilo Rendon posted his first goal of the year on a
Cameron Cooksey assist to make
it 2-0. Adam Kraemer continued
the scoring frenzy with his first
goal of the season on another
Robson assist.
Robson now has a team-leading five assists on the year to go
along with his team-leading ll
points.
Rendon completed the offensive showing just more than a
minute later with his second goal
of the game and of the season to
make it 4-0 at halftime.

With the four goals, the
Knights have now posted 18 goals
this season, which already surpasses the amount of goals they
had all oflast year (16).
The Bears were able to avoid
the shutout when Chrispine
Ong'Ango notched an early second-half goal to make the score
4-1. Mercer posted a meaningless
score with just less than six minutes left in regulation on a Charles
Peterson goal to cut the deficit to
4-2, but that's all the UCF defense
would allow.
UCF will look to build off its
momentum when they host
league-leading Marshall in a huge
conference match up · Sunday
afternoon.
- ALLEN LEVIN

Men's golf
After tying for eighth place in
first round of the Prestige at PGA
J

'
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'

J
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In a 4-2 win over Mercer, UCF used four first-half
goals to get out to a commanding early lead.

West in La Qµinta, Cali£, the UCF
men's golf team concluded the
three-day tournament with a 10thplace finish Tuesday.
.
UCF junior Nuno Henriques
was tied for flf'.th place individualPLEASESEE
1()
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Knights Win could help UCF recruit
finish
lOthat
on
Prestige
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ly after carding a 3-overpar 69 in the second
round.
Henriques completed
the -tournament tied for
14th at 2-over-par 218, and
teammate Connor Arendell tied for 31st at 6-overpar 222.
Senior Devin Spies finished the tied for 51st at 12over-par 228. Senior
Simon Ward finished at 13over-par 229, and sophomore Brad Schneider tied
for 57th at 14-Qver-par 230.
Texas Christian University claimed 1.ts second
consecutive first-place
crown at the tournament,
ending at 14-under-par
850.
Freshman Daniel Jennevret led the way for the
Horned Frogs, posting a
12-under-par 204 on his
way to claiming the individual title by six strokes.
Jennevret tied a TCU
record, becoming the second fastest golfer to win a
tournament
championship.
No. 8 Stanford, which
was one of five top-40
ranked teams competing
in the tournament, finished the Prestige in second place, carding 2-overpar 866, and No. 4
Washington concluded in
third place, recording a
5-over-par 869.
_T he Knights final fall
tournament will be at the
Isleworth Collegiate Invitational Oct 25-27 in Wmdermere.

I
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beating West Virginia
when they were ranked
No. 5 in 2007 and lrnocking off No. 18 Florida
State earlier this season.
During that span, the
Knights are winless
against ranked teams,
lo$lg to Florida, Texas,
USF and Tulsa. All that
gets thrown out the window Saturday when UCF
and Miami hit the field,
especially with UCF
playing at home. The
l(nights have lost by a
combined 10 points at
Bright Hotlse Networks
Stadium to ranked opponents, meaning Saturday's game could get
interesting.
A UCF win would
finally give Conference
USA the credit it
deserves. Houston has
been waitingfor another
team in the conference

to make some headlines
around the nation and
lrnock off some ranked
teams, and UCF could be
that program
Oh, and let's not forget aboutrecruiting.
UCF is big on nabbing
athletes from the MiamiDade County and
:Broward County areas in
South Florida, with 19 players on the roster
hailing from those counties, nine of which are
starters.
Remember last year
when Brandon Harris
was debating between
playing football at UCF
or Miami before National Signing Day? He made
the obvious choice and
picked the historic and
successful program over
the up-and-coming-willbe-good-soon-but-can'tget-over-the-hump team
That hump could be
·conquered sooner than

he thought.
,
A win against Miami
could sway that talent to
Central Florida. It could
be a tool the Knights use
when wooing recruits,
regardless of how much
head coach George
O'Leary downplays it.
UCF put up _a good
fight against Miami last
year at Land Shark Stadium, losing only 20-14. In
that game, Harris passed
for just 14 yards on four
completions. The 2009
version of the 'Canes and
Harris are nothing like
the 7-6 team we saw last
season.
A win over Miami
would mean a lot of
good for UCF. It would
be the single biggest vietory in program history,
despite what would be a
4-2 record. It would give
them national exposure,
something they have
been craving for since

they joined the Football Bowl
Subdivision in 1990. It would
mark the end of "moral victories" like they had against
Texas and USF the past two
seasons.
' Just imagine the grin
O'Leary's face as he walks off
the field and shakes the hand
ofUCF Athletic Director
Keith nibble after the
biggest victory in his six-year
tenure.
It will be a smile that's
been a long time coming.

A7
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Brandon Harris had UCF in his final
three college choices back in 2008.
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Hurricanes bring pro-style offensive fire];)ower
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will need to capitalize on
that facet of the game in
addition to getting other
turnovers.
"We just have to make
sure we keep his up-field
shoulder in view; make sure
we know where things are
and go after him,'' UCF head
coach George O'Leary said
of Harris. "But I think the

big thing is, wherever the
ball is caught, we have to
make sure we tackle:'
The Hurricanes run a
pro-style offense under
first-year offensive coordinator Mark Whipple, who·
was an offensive assistant
· coach in the NFL for the
Philadelphia Eagles last
year.
Their quick-strike style
allows their wide receivers
------

to catch the ball on the run.
O'Leary said the key to
defending Miami will rely
more on the coverage of its
linebackers, rather than the
secondary, to stop the quick,
underneath passes.
"We can only control
what we do," O'Leary said
"We have some guys that
can run .... But I think the
key is ma.king sure we're
understanding tendencies, .

----

2009 DU; FOR A

ma.king sure we're under-

standing route progression and what's going on
there."

UCF will win if ...
They don't fall behind
by too much early on and
can establish some sort of
run game after gaining
just four yards on the
'Canes last year.
While there are small
things UCF will need to
hone in on, the one thing
that could ultimately be
the deciding factor ·as to
how successful they are
against Miami is what
type of field position they
get.
A shorter field would
give quarterback Brett
Hodges and· the offense a
better chance to score, put
points on the board and
put some heat on their
opponent. That's where
the return game comes in.
Though that area has
cooled of late for UCF, it
showed promise early in
the season with big
returns on punts and kickoffs.
''We have to go out and
when we have the chance
to make plays, make
them," O'Leary said
Which goes for the
offense as well.
Of the yards Miami has
allowed on defense this
season, nearly 50 percent
has come via the run.
Against Memphis, the
Knights torched the
Tigers for 261 yards on the
ground, with 219 by Brynn
Harvey on 42 carries.
O'Leary said that was too
many carries for one back
to have and in practice
this week has enforced
more of a rotation at the
running back spot.
If the Knights can dictate the action and keep
control of what's in their
control, they will give
themselves the best
chance at winning.

1.
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In UCF's three victories this season, Brynn Harvey has averaged over 32 carries
. a game. In their losses to Southern Miss and ECU, he averaged just 1S.

•

The one reason to not can get the ball into tl;te
downplay the possibility ~ds of Travis Benjamin
of the Knights upsetting and their other speedy
the Hurricanes is this: receivers, they will surely
up
additional
UCF has lost by just a pick
combined 10 points in its · yardage after the catch
past two meetings against against a Knights' defense
ranked teams at home, that has struggled to bring
with a 35-32 loss to No. 6 down opponents on initial
Texas in 2007 and a 31-24 contact.
·
overtime loss to No. 17
Also, if Miami can put
South Florida in 2008.
up second-half points ori
the Knights, something
UCF's opponents have
Miami will win if , ..
They can· shut down struggled to do, th~y will
the Knights running combat the Knights' trend
game, forcing UCF to pick of coming back in games.
up yards through the air. Of the 100 points UCF has
East Carolina forced UCF allowed, 39 have been in
into a similar game-plan, the second half
which resulted in four
interceptions by Hodges Noteworthy
UCF is 0-19 against
in 19-14 loss.
Miami's speed · is ranked opponents since
bound to present match- becoming a Division I
up problems for the program and 0-7 under
Knights. If the HurricaJ).es O'Leary.
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Start Your Career

in Accounting.
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The advertising campaigns for Vaz/Yasmin in the
last three years may have minimized the serious risks
of these oral contraceptives while ·exaggerating the
benefits.

•

The direct-to-consumer advertising has even raised
red flags with the FDA prompting Bayer to be required
to run new ads clarifying the serious health risks of
Vaz and Yasmin. Sadly, the corrections are too late for
many women who have already suffered heart attacks,
strokes, deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, or
even death.

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting maiors:

If you or a loved on have had blood clots, strokes,
deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism while
using Yaz or Yasmin for birth control, you may have
important legal rights.
·
• <t

• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a,3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting ~rm.
• Proven track record 'o f 100% job placement.

Visit our booth at the UCF Graduate School Fair.
Date: October 7, 2009
Time: 10:00 am·- 2:00 pm
Location: Pegasus Ballroom Student Union Building
Learn more about the program and upcoming events at:
www.msamba.neu.edu.
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Call Levin Papantonio at

Take the first step:

617-373-3244
. gspa@11eu.edu
www.msamba.neu.edu
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Levin • Papantonio
Thomas• Mitchell • Echsner & Proctor, P.A.
Pensacola, FL
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The hiring of'a lawyer is an important decision that shouldnot be based soley
upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you a free written
information abut our qualifications and experience.
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Penn Badgley's fatherly love
MARIA AYALDE
Contributing Writer

,

!I

In the midst of all the upcoming horror film releases
that always pepper Halloween weekend is a remake of
an old classic: The Stepfather.
. Directed by Nelson McCormick (Prom N,ght), the
film follows troubled teen Michael Harding as he
returns home from military school only to find his
. soon-to-be stepfather, David, living under his roof.
Michael soon finds that David is not what he
seems as he uncovers secrets of his violent past.
But when he tries to reveal his suspicions to his
family, they blame it on Michael's own paranoia.
The film stars Penn Badgley as Michael and
Dylan Walsh as David. This is Badgley's first leading
role in a film, and he currently stars as Dan
Humphrey in the popular TV show, Gossip Girl. The
transition from film to TY, he said, was a long time
C9!I)lllg.
··'Filril iswhere I've wanted to be for years and film
is where the people working for me, behind me, have
alw.ays imagined I would end up, so it was a very natural
progression," Badgley said. "It was definitely exciting and
definitely new territory, but I definitely took it in stride."
Badgley, famous for rom-coms and chick-flicks like Gossip Girl and John 11.Lcker Must Die, said that working on
The Stepfather was a unique experience for him.
"I'd never done a big picture like this, let alone a lead
in a big picture,'' he said. "So it was just, in so many
ways, an awesome time."
He sat down with the Future to talk about the new film,
which will be released Friday, Oct. 16.
Central Florida Future: What do you think college shidents can talce away from this film? What do you think they
can relate to?

Penn Badgley: First off, the reason I think many people
are drawn to movies with young protagonists or antagonists
or whoever - heroes, villains - there is a universal vulner.
·
ability in being a teenager.
I think you get that with this kid especially. I mean, he's
very vulnerable as far as his family is concerned. He's
PLEASE SEE

BADGLEY ON A11

Penn Badgley stars as Michael Harding in the The Stepfather.
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Remember the Horida
school that 'U' attend

TINA RUSSELL / CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

Junior Davi~ Evans and Townhouse Restaura~t employee Sarah Hix enjoy southern cooking at the Townhouse, which
serves favorites such as pancakes and eggs with grits, country fried steak and omelettes.

Diner serves it·old-school
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI

up with paint missing from the wall
and unmatched chairs but it's homey in
the way an eclectic great-aunt is. The
The Townho?-se sits ~ th~ middle of tables are covered with gingham cloth
d~wntown Oviedo, with its yellow · and the walls decorated in old chilbnck structure almost overtaken by the dren's drawings. Chicken figurines sit
roads it rests on. Cars fly by and perched on shelves and countertops
Oviedo's feral chickens peck leisurely acting as the diner's mascot.
by its door, but inside is a diner that
"The food was reasonably cheap
never left the decade in which it was and good," said Robert Schiavo, sophobuilt.
more interdisciplinary studies major.
The Townhouse is that place that no "But it was the look of the place that
one can remember not being there. It drew me in. I felt like I was back at
just seems to have always been on the home."
edge of state Routes 434 and 426. No
Though the decor adds to the counone can recall where it got the name or try Jcitchen image it's the food and
its back-story, being older than most of friendliness that solidifies its smalltown-favorite status.
its patrons at 68 years old.
"It's just always been that way since
The Townhouse still serves big
it opened," Townhouse assistant man- country breakfasts with good ol' southern hospitality tbe way Paula Deen
ager Kimberly Shulich said.
Inside it looks like a relic of The ,
Andy Griffith Show set. It's a little beatPLEASE SEE TOWNHOUSE ON A10
Contributing Writer

Th~re is an epidemic
circulating around UCF
and it's not swine flu.
There seem to be a lot of
students wearing school
colors from any university
not named Central Florida.
I'll usually see someone
wearing FSU shorts in the
gym, someone with Gator
stickers all over their laptop and a couple of guys
wearing Miami hats to
class. I'll see assorted fan
gear from famous football
schools like Ohio State and
Michigan from time to
time but all is good as long
as there are not UCF students wearing USF paraphenalia.
Wait, I just saw someone wearing a USF T-shirt
in Classroom I.
Come on guy;s, this is
getting out of hand.
You don't go to UF or
Miami, you go to UCF.
Going to class wearing
another school's colors or
· logos is disrespectful.
It's disrespectful to the
school because UCF chose
to accept you to this school
UCF is not a safety schooi
and lots of students had to
work very hard to be able
to come here. Wearing
other schools' colors
around campus is pretty
much a slap in the face to
UCF and the students who
worked h;rrd to be here.

MATT REINSTETLE
Guest Columnist

•

Discuss the Miami
invasion at UCF:
www.UCFNews.com

Look at our freshman
class. Of the projected
3,800 students, they had an.
average GPA of3.8 and SAT
scores of 1225, according to
UCF News and Information :My (UCF) hat is off to
you guys, because last time
I checked, it is not easy to ·
get those numbers.
I understand why they
do it; they grew up rooting
for other schools. Hey, I
rooted for Ohio State growing up. Most kids that go
here didn't follow UCF
football before they started
going here.
UCF is a young school
and our football program is
even younger. That is why
supporting UCF football,
win or lose, is key. They are
never going to get any better if we are quick to jump
ship at the first sign of t}:"ouPLEASE SEE

SHOW ON A10

.
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The Townhouse gives patrons that 'family feeling'
FROM A9

chat with patrons about
It's the kind of place
how many pies to bake for a where lingering in the
sells it on her cooking town event-and move glass booth a few extra minshows. Big plates of pan- table toppers out of ·chil- utes won't mean buying
cakes and eggs served with dren's reach.
another drink or a
grits, hash browns and bis"We run the restaurant dessert. And though the
cuits slathered in white in a way that encourages server can rattle off a list
gravy are served all day and you to chat with the wait- of extra sides or dessert
served quickly.
ress and that makes you options there doesn't
The waitresses recog- feel comfortable, feel like a seem to be any pressure
nize locals remembering part of the family," Shulich to buy them.
who likes their sweet tea said. "We want you to be
"I decided to try [the
topped with lenionade and comfortable with the menu Townhouse]afteridrove
who likes extra pickles on and the staff so you can . by and it seemed popular
their burger. They stop to come and go as you please." and local," Corey Hubbard, a junior political
science major, said. "I
came back because the
food is pretty good.
"[The Townhouse] is
a good staple of Oviedo."
The Townhouse is
open seven days a week
serving br~akfast, lunch
and dinner. Its menu
hosts plenty of downhome southern favorites
like country-fried steak
but also an unexpected
"The Do<;;tor Is Always In"
twist of Greek staples
like baklava and gyros.
Clearly, though, it's the
breakfast that is the
diner's standout. Voted
best breakfast 2005 by
the Orlando Sentinel and
given five golden eggs by

(

UNIVERSI'IY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No AppoinID1:ent Necessary.

11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
flours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

·UniversityWal.kin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

. TINA RUSSELL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students Mario Wood, Kelsey Kyle, Aryn Flax and alumnus Adam Ostrowsky talk attheTownhouse Restaurant of Oviedo.

me feel good about going tradition of service with a
there," Erica Asti, a sen- smile anct' gravy with a ·
ior health services major. biscuit• keeps its brand of
The
Townhouse home-style charm from
remains the kind of place being reproduced.
chain
restaurants · The Townhouse is
attempt to imitate but located at 9 E. Broadway
cannot. Its loyalty to the St. in Oviedo.

Mr.Breakfast.com, it's the
first pages of the menu
that make it worth the
hype.
"[The food] is really
good. They have cheap
breakfast all day. And it's
not a chain which makes

--------------------
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.Show some pride for being a Knight
FROM A9

ble.
A lot of students sup~
port other teams as a way
of representing where
they grew up. I don't have

a problem ·with that, as
long as they do it off campus.
A friend told me a justification for wearing
other school's colors is .
parents who are alumni
and one needs to respect
that.
I understand legacy but
I still don't buy it. It's no
secret that UCF doesn't
have a lot of students that
are second or third generation Knights. We are ere-

ating our own legacy by
going here inste.a d of
going where our paren,ts
went to school
This Saturday is a big
day, not just for the football team, but for UCF as a
whole. Joe Hornstein,
associate director of UCF
Athletics, said Bright
House Networks Stadium
will hold one of its largest
crowds on records, and
Miami will be well represented when they play

()

UCF. What kills me is the
possibility of UCF students in the student section wearing orange and
green for Miami. UCF
must come out with class
and respect on game day
to show that we are proud
of our school instead of
wishing we were going to
school somewhere else.
Students need to
armor up in black and
gold and leave the green
and orange at home.
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Badgley: to many;
ftlm will resonate

An

Tuxedos To You makes renting your tuxedo
easy, convenient, and affordable!

FROM A9
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Fowler than the Rest

by Austin Fowler
Austin takes an objective look
at awesomeness, which
indudes puka shells and poofy
hair. Sound familiar?

Secret Life ofa College
Student
by Jen Glantz
We pay more hidden fees in
tuition that we notice, and Jen
points out how to get the most
out of what UCF charges us.

Let's Talk

byEmreKelly
It may be ironic for a
relationship columnist to say
this, but Emre makes it clear:
Stay out of other people's
business.

Rock for Hunger
by Camille Thomas
The fourth annual festival to
benefit homelessness and
poverty hit downtown, last
'weekend.

Student Cinematheque
by Terri Kleckner

The UCF Gnemateque club
takes a deeper look at film and
discusses every week the
intricacies of filmmaking.

MOVIETIMES

Courtesy Warner Bros. Pictures

WHERETHEWILDTHINGSARE(PG)
Maurice Sendak's classic book comes
to the big screen, Where the Wild
Things Are follows the adventure of
Max, a mischievous young boy who is
sent to his room after rebelling
against his mother. Max's imagination
is free to roam, and it soon has him
sailing for the land of the Wild Things,
where mischief reigns.

Directed by: Spike Jonze

Starring: catherine Keener, Benicio Del
;..

Toro, Forest Whitaker, Lauren Ambrose,
Catherine O'Hara, Tom Noonan, Michael
Berry, James Gandolfini

Courtesy Screen Gems (Sony)

THE STEPFATHER (PG-13)
Michael Harding returns home from
military school to find his mother
happily in love and living with her
new boyfriend, David. As the two
men get to know each other, Michael
becomes more and more suspicious
of the man who is always there with
a helpful hand. Is he really the man
of her dreams or could David be
hiding a dark side?

Directed by: Nelson McCormick
Starring: Dylan Walsh, Sela Ward, Penn
Badgley, Adrianne Palicki, Amber Heard,
Paige Turco, Braeden LeMasters, Skyler
Samuels, Jon Tenney

WheretheWildThingsAre:ThelMAX

ExperienOl
(PG) IMAX Screen Showtimes
9:20am 11:45am 2:104:3S 7:009:2511:SO

Where the Wild Things Are
(PG) 9:45am 10:05am 12:1012:30 2:35 2:55
5:00 510 715 7:459:5010:1012:20am

Law Abiding Citizen
(R) 9:30am 11:35am 12:40 2:204:10 5:10 7:05
8:0510:0011:0012:55am

The Stepfather
(PG· 13) 10:15am 12:0012:55 2:45 4:40 5:15
7:15 8:15 9:5510:5512:40am

Ul14)1esRetreat
(p(j..13) 9:35am 11:40am 1210 2:25 3:05410

4:50 5:35 7:408:10 9:4510:2010:5012:30am
Open Captioned &Descriptive Audio
12:50 7:10

The Invention of Lying
(PG-13) 1:05 4:55 7:3510:1512:SOam

Paranonnal Activity
(R) 10:10am 11:55am 12:25 2:15 2:504:30 5:30
7-JJJ 8:20 9:40 10:40 1215am

Toy Story 1 &2 in 3D Double Feature
(G) Disney Digital lD Showtimes
1010am l:006:5011:05

Whiplt
(p(j..13) 1:00 4:158:0010:45

Zombieland
(R)9:40am 11:50am 12:35 2:05 3:104:25515
6:55 7:559'3510-3512:45am

Fame
(PG) 7:3010:05

SlllllgilteS
(PG-13) 9'50am 12:05 2:30 4:457:5010:30

Cloudy with aChana! ofMeatballs
(PG) 10:00am12:152:405:05

CloudywithaChaOO!ofMeatballs3-0
(PG) Digital 3DShowtimes
9:25am 12:45 4:05 6:4510:2512:35am

- Listings for Friday, October 16

been away from them
fot maybe a year or two,
he comes back, and
there's a stranger in his
home.
Anybody who might
have had any stressful
relationship with their
parents, which I think is
to say everybody at one
point in time, especially
when you're going
away to college, that's
when your parents start
pulling every trick they
can to get you to appreciate them and love
them one last time
before they lose you
forever. Not necessarily
everybody's like that,
but I think you get that a
lot. So there's something to pull from there.
Aside from that, the
fact that he's a teenager
in general, he's just sort
of unsure of who he is
and how he fits into the
world. The thing that
makes that even more
difficult is his own family and then having to
really work to get them
to accept him again
CFF: How do you
feel about the bigger
issue this movie brings
up, which is letting
strangers into people's
homes? That's becoming a more prominent
issue in recent movies
as well.
P. B.: You know in
my own life my parents
have been separated
and have been for a
long time. They both
have had partners here
and there. For me, I'm a
very relaxed person, a
casual person. Sure, you
bristle here and there if
they're not your cup of
tea, but I think it's probably real I don't know if
to say that it's an important issue is accurate,
but it's real. People
react to it. It's really
going to resonate with a
lot of kids, and a lot of
adults too. You might
get a lot of parents who
are taking their kid to
this movie who all of a
sudden feel sort of
guilty, you know what I
mean? Or [feel that] at
least they haven't done
this.
I think especially for
our country, knowing
the divorce rate and the
way many marriages go
sour and the way that
family life becomes sort
of torn, tense and belabored, I think it's relevant. If there's anything
that anybody can relate
to, it's any issues that
relate back to family.
That's what everybody
has. It doesn't matter
who you are or where
you're from. Ifyou have
a strong family life, I
guess this will be fun
escapism. If you don't,
then I think you can
probably draw from
any problem that these
kids are having in this
movie. I think it will
definitely resonate with
a lot of people.

We know college students need to save time and money.
Tuxedos To You will make sure you do both!
• Don't leave campus
• Don't waste time
• Don't waste money
COURTESY SCREEN GEMS (SONY)

Penn Badgley, star of The Stepfather,
talked with the Future about his role.

Call us today at 407-242-7665
for details, pricing and to schedule your appointment.

very fun thing to do. To
make all this stuff real you
have to dive in head first
and really commit. It was a
very fun experience for
me.

WWW.TUX2U.COM
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Instant access to exciting applications including games,
VZ NavigatorM and V CAST Music with Rhapsody.®
Plus, get a 15% faculty and staff discount.
On calling plans $39.99 or higher with a1- or 2-yr. agreement.

Nokia Twist™

LG Versa™

• Unique square design that twists
open to reveal a QWERTY keyboard

• Large 3"touch screen with tactile feedback
• Optional snap on attachments
like a full QWERTY keyboard or
optional game controller

• V CAST Music with Rhapsody" and
Visual Voice Mail 5M capable
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ONLY

$149.99 2-yr. price - $100 mail-in
rebate debit card. Requires a
Nationwide Calling Plan.

$149.99 2-yr. price - $50
mail-in rebate debit card.

CFF: Are you a fan
of horror films yourself?

P. B.: You know I
wouldn't necessarily
say I'm a fan of horror
films. Everybody likes a
scare, and around this
time of year I'm always
game.
I saw the first two
Saw's and then after
that I thought it got
kind of silly. Yes, I think
it's really fun, and that's
the whole point of these
movies. Yes, you want
to terrify the audience
for a bit, but I think the
only reason anybody
does that is because it's
fun, especially during
the time around Halloween.
In that sense, I'm a
fan, but I think I'm more
of a fan of making them.
It's just physically a

s4999
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Ca! 1.888.VZW.4BIZ (899.4249)

Cllcl- verizonwireless.com/getdiscount
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Visit any Communications Store

VERIZON WIREL MUNICATIONS STORES Open 7 days a week.
Technicians available at select locations.
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 440 E. Altamonte Springs Dr.
OCALA HUB/EAST 2606 SW 19th Ave. Rd. 352-237-3434
407-831-4664
OCALA WEST 4414 SW College Rd. 352·237-8697
CLERMONT 1415 E. Hwy. 50 352-243-6826
OCOEE West Oaks Mall 407-290-0000
DAYTONA BEACH 2298 W. International Speedway
ORANGE CITY 1169 Saxon Blvd., Ste. 100 386-774-1822
386-226-8000
ORLANDO 3742 E. Colonial Dr. 407-894-5770
GAINESVILLE Oaks Mall Kiosk 352·331-0379
7720 S. Orange Blossom Trail 407-851-9040
KISSIMMEE 1340 W. Osceola Pkwy., Ste. 101 407-343-0516
3120 S. Kirkman Rd. 407-294-2515
LADY LAKE 870 N. Hwy. 27/441, Ste. G. 352-350-2861
OVIEDO 8155 Red Bug Lake Rd. 407-365-4949
LEESBURG Lake Square Mall Kiosk 352-787-2449
SANFORD1615 Rinehart Rd. #107 407-321-0186
MELBOURNE 1406 W. New Haven 321-984-0320
WATERFORD LAKES 626 N. Alafaya Tri., Ste. 109 4078 23-7751
MERRITT ISLAND 650 E. Merritt Island Cswy. 321-454·3211
WINTER GARDEN 3107 Daniels Rd., Ste. 102 407-905-4701
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Visit verizonwireless.com
to find a Oub near you.

BUSINESS CUSTOMERS

1-800-899-4249

Activation fee/line: $35.
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agmt and Calling Plan. Device capabilities: Add'! charges & conditions apply. Offers & coverage, varying by service,
not available everywhere. Network details & coverage maps at verizonwlreless.com. Rhapsody and the Rhapsody logo are trademarh and registered trademarks of Rea!Networks,
Inc. Tetris• & ©1985- 2009 Tetris Holding, LLC. Game Technology ©2009 Electronic Arts Inc. EA and the EA logo are trademarksor registered trademarksof Electronic Arts Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries. Are You Smarter Than a5th Grader?™ and ©2009 JMBP, Inc. All Rights Reserved. All company names, trademarks, logosand copyrights not theproperty of
Verizon Wireless are the property of their respective owners. All Rights Reserved. ©2009 Verizon Wireless
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OUR STANCE

Band together to
boost business
K

nights Plaza consists
of the stores surrounding the UCF Arena
Some of these companies are
complaining that business
has been bad lately. They
should collaborate among
themselves to attract clients
and create additional sales.
According to the Austin
Business Journal, the National Association for Business
Economics released a report
Oct 12 saying that although
the recession is officially
over, we should expect
growth to be more modest
than usual due to sharp drops
in the economy. No one
should expect business to be
booming. We think the companies that comprise Knights
Plaza should take note of the
current economic conditions
and implement necessary
changes to produce profits.
Currently some Knights
Plaza businesst:s are complaining that a lack of signage
and advertising is aiding in
low-profit margins. This
reminds us of the old business motto, "to make money,
you have to spend money." If
these companies invest funds
in signs, advertising and pro-

R

egal cinemas are scaling back the student
discount for their theaters. This move may seem
odd or imprudent on the part
of Regal; many students don't
feel as if they need the movie
theaters any more than
before, and students aren't
making more money than
before. It's not the end of the
world, but it's worth students
taking notice if only to get a
better idea of how the market
works.
Taking away the student
discount raises the ticket
price by $1.50, and it's only
disappearing for Fridays and
Saturdays. Nobody needs to
organize a march. However,
students should ask themselves how much the theater
experience is worth, and how
it stacks up to other activities
to fill a weekend night.
We students are not entitled to discounts. The key
here is that theaters don't
have to offer decent prices
any more than we have to go

ON UCFNEWS.COM

motional materials, they will
likely see an increase in consumer traffic. The ''build it
and they will come" theory
will not work during our
competitive money-making
age. Let the 50,000 plus srudents at UCF know whom,
where and what you are, and
the chance that they will
spend their money at your
establishment will improve.
No one expects these
businesses to have piles of
money lying around, which is
why we support the idea of
partnership between these
competitors regarding their
advertising budgets. An article on CNNMoney.com, last
updated Sept. 2, delves into
the new trend of small businesses collaborating in an
attempt to secure work they
would not get if attempted
alone. These previous rivals
are now finding support and
economic achievement in
each other.
Since the companies at
Knights Plaza are not offering
identical products, collaborating on publicity projects
and promotional pieces
seems like a reasonable idea.
The Beach Scene Surf Shop,

Red Brick Pizza and Starbucks all sell different merchandise but could market
them on one flier for srudents. All of the stores could
pitch in to create a coupon
card that would stimulate
srudents to shop, or at least
browse, at all of the Knights
Plaza businesses.
Another complaint from
some of the Knights Plaza
companies is that advertising
can be time consuming since
they have to submit, approve
and maintain these projects.
This is one of the basic elements of being a business
owner, though. All industries
and organizations across the
world have to deal with creating and maintaining advertising budgets for their cause. If
the SGA Senate candidates
can organize, purchase and
distribute signs, fliers and Tshirts, surely our on-campus
businesses can do the same
thing. And, if not, UCFs
marketing department is
home to the prestigious Professional Selling Program,
which can offer even more
advice on how to maximize
marketing money to prompt
success in sales.

to the movies. Whether or
not you consider $10 a ticket
a decent price, at some point
the price will just be too high,
and it's up to consumers to
let businesses know when
that happens. The movie
business doesn't exactly have
the market cornered on
entertainment, and perhaps
they could do with some
reminding.
Students shouldn't fault
Regal for trying to get that
extra $150. After all, theaters
are businesses and businesses have to make money.
However, students shouldn't
feel bad for a knee-jerk reaction of resentment. Ifthe
folks at Regal watched the
news, they could've guessed
that a raise in prices on
something already pricey
touches a raw nerve. Costs
of tuition, healthcare and utilities keep climbing, so it's
understandable if students
feel like the loss of a student
discount is another coal on
the fire. The important

aspect of this cost hike is that
it's one we don't have to pay.
Regal could go about making more money by offering a
more desirable movie-going
experience. The resurgence
in 3D movies has given theaters more appeal, and the
spread of IMAX theaters has
been bittersweet. But these
improvements already come
with higher ticket prices.
What about the good oldfashioned film, projected in
two dimensions onto an
enormous screen accompanied by booming audio? Most
people still can't match the
experience at home, but if
there's ever been a time of
available alternatives this is it.
The student-aged demographic is sought after for its
disposable income and tendency to take to trends, but
nobody wants to be the
pushover demographic.
Show Regal what happens
when demand is overestimated. Ifyou don't like the
prices, don't go to the movies.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Physical Plant workers speak Official opinion of SGA
out on their role
Judicial Council posted

•
•

To people like ·~ fellow worker drone" ,
What made the United States great and the
middle class the greatest of all time, was
giving people the incentive to earn more
pay while they gained new skills. Instead of
they ways of a great nation, people have
become apathetic and disregard the notion
of a middle class. While you shop at Walmart and dream of becoming rich. It sounds
like China is setting a good example for you
of what the United States should be! Give
these people a raise they deserve before
they start using your tooth brush to clean
your toilet ....
- MICHAEL DRESDEN

Harvey carrying the load in
UCF run game

,_

If you have HlNl,
please stay at home
missed class due to the
This semester, stuflu to make up missed
dents and teachers are
assignments. UCF stuunderstandably wary of
catching IIlNl (swine)
dents should remember
that no assignment or
Flu while on campus.
test is more important
UCF Health Services
than your health and
was recently quoted in a
the health of your peers.
news interview by FOX
Srudents who come
35 News saying that
to class while sick are
about 60 cases of IIlNl
Flu have been concarelessly putting
SHANNON SMITH
Columnist
everyone else in jeopfirmed here at UCF
ardy. Not only are they
since the start of the fall
exposing others to the possibility
semester. UCF Health Services
of missing class themselves, or
states on their website, "almost
100% of the influenza cases being
from spending a night curled
around a toilet, but also, they are
reported this semester are strains
potentially putting others in the
of HlNL" UCF Health Services
states that the average age of IIlNl hospital. And, no, I am not being
patients continues to be 20 years
melodramatic. Sick srudents must
begin to look at their illness in
old.
HlNl Flu isn't just in Mexico
this light.
anymore, it isn't in a few select
Part of what makes the IIlNl
Flu so dangerous is that it strikes
states or counties. HlNl Flu is
otherwise healthy individuals, not
present here at UCF, attacking
just the very old, the very young,
young people in their prime, and
both healthy and ill srudents need or the very weak. Young people
have been hospitalized, and some
to be aware of it. The university
have died from this disease.
has encouraged srudents to stay
It is not a joking matter at this
home when they are experiencing
point, and students who continue
flu-like symptoms, and yet the flu
to come to class are putting others
is spreading rampantly across
campus.
in serious danger, as no one can
I personally believe that the flu be certain whose body will be
able to fight off the virus and
would spread more slowly if sick
whose will end up with pneumostudents acrually took the
nia in the hospital. Certainly, no
university's advice and stayed at
home. Coming to class while sick
one wants to be a contributing
factor as to why a fellow srudent
is the easiest way to spread your
illness. To further my point, the
is hospitalized, or worse.
Still aren't convinced you
Center for Disease Control ( CDC)
has recommended that individuals should take UCF's and the CDC's
presenting with flu-like symptoms advice and stay home while you
are sick and undergoing treatment
stay at home until the symptoms,
especially the fever, have pa:;sed.
for your illness? Check out this
This leads me to one basic
chart found on the CDC's Swine
Flu Information Page on the ·
question: Why are srudents continuing to come to school when
CDC's Web site.
they are obviously suffering from
The CDC chart notes the frequency ofHlNl cases per age
a very serious and very contagious flu-like illness?
group. The flu is hitting most freNot only is their inability to
quently among individuals in the 5
stay home hindering their chances - 24 age group. It is likely not a
at a swift recovery, but it is also
coincidence that this is the age
posing a serious health threat to
group that regularly attends
srudents who have managed to
school.
The bottom line is this: do not
avoid the virus so far.
come to class if your body has
Normally, missing class would
result in a less-thanbecome an incubator of a contaunderstanding professor and a
gious and sometimes deadly virus.
There are no ifs, ands or buts.
much harder make-up test or
Teachers should be accommodatassignment. Despite what srudents perceive to be true, the
ing students who are doing their
university has taken steps to make part to quarantine such illness.
This should become a community
it easier for sick srudents to miss
effort to stop the spread of IIlNl.
class. This school year, teachers
However, it won't be a community
have been made aware of the
pressing IIlNl Flu epidemic, and
effort until srudents start doing
are instructed to make it sometheir part by staying home when
what easier for a srudent who
sick.
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length.Submitthem online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'How do you feel about
Regal price changes?'

LOL!!! So glad to hear this great news.
Let's kick out those corrupt kids of their
positions before they get elected to a real
office.
-YOUR NAME
Oh ye of little faith. For a senator that's
do11-e as much work and good as Lusk for
anyone to call him corrupt, out of ALL the
corrupt people that have walked through
SGA'.s doors, is outrageous.
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TIFFANY SMITH

JASMINE PRESSLEY

BEKA BENJAMIN

Pre-Vet, Sophomore

Marketing, Senior

Psychology, Junior

"Iam unhappy with the decision."

"I'm upset because I'm a struggling college student."

BRYAN ZUANELTI

JOSIAH NETHERY

CHAZNUGENT

Engineering, Freshman

Mechanical Engineering, Freshman

" Ididn't even know about it."

"Lack of a discount would dissuade me from attending
Regal Theaters."

"I don't like it because [students) can't afford the ticket
costs."

,.

- YOUR NAME

Seniors steady program,
help lead women's soccer to
No. 16 national ranking

Nice story. Very well written with good
bowl game? your talking bowl game?
background
info. We will be following the
maybe if they beat Miami you can talk bowl
team down the stretch and into the NCAA
game.
- UCFDAD toumy. Go Knights!!
- KNOWSHON
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Art,Junior

"That's awful."
~)
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

PAYMENT METHODS
VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

lfm

100
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$:ma day pcAential. No Experialce

Nec:ess.;ry.TrarrgF'rtM:ted.
1'ga 18+0K ~ x 1W.

Elm Extra r.la1ey. Stu:len1s
needed/lSAP. Elmt.p1o$150
per day berg a Myslery sticwer.
No Experialce Recp.ioo.
Gal 1-a»-72'2-4791

l..ool<i"g ilr tmxxire ttJg;jers lrd
Social ~ ste edicts 1D
~rral(et2re11v.e::stes
gearo b oolege atMd. /ls:,
~ ilr s:rneone fimlar'Mlh

HTMLlrdPHP.
Pooi:je penra-en!JX)Sitiln. Pat

tine posoon m. 321-917- m4

a- erra: ~@y'!ro'.).CXJITl

Ar1tu: 407-~2771
a11uslm@y'!ro'.).CXJIT1

B

900 Wanted

B

***www.~.net""*
ernai rest.me 1D
ilb@d:Jg:layaflerro.net

P/f &.nday A.M. aict:are
St ~tw;t,::,a, Oum i1
S.E Ola'\'.b is ~ i l r
dici:ae\\01as
b Slaff Ol.r rusery.

407-341-92Xlamelon248@cd.CXJIT1

ParHlmeNannylnHealYow
51h grd. boy aid 3rd s,d. girt.
Mon-llus. 2 ~ pm
$1G-12itr.
Cal Rob @407-496-2832

'

iS 4
5

PHP Deveq:)er !\lee'.:led
Elq:>eoonood PHPdel.l:!lopef'
l'Alh real vmj eicperierre in the
hJstrg n.mlta-Sl,W)rtsutes.
For rrore mmaoon
emai: ;±,s@dientexec.CXJITl

---

9

OR
ernai: ChmaHVC@grai.CXJITl

m, FOR RENT:
~ Homes

Beautiful 3bed2.5 bath
Townhome in winfler springs off
3 Roans of Funb.re $1499,
m.des Sola, loveseal, 2 erd
1a1Jles, 1 coddaiWe, 2ia,'ps,
Dresser;Wiror;~
Hea:l:locr'd, flJ size rnatlres&oox
frame, We, 4 dlairs.
Tv.;n size mallress.tJoxfrom $39
Emlpa:8
l.alµ; .........$49

a-est........$79

Z300 Ero, Ci: 407-679-6061

Ca5h, E-ZTerms, rrostl11!p'
cra:it cads oo::iepled
Desg1 Funb.re l..i:µ:lab's
6625 E. Comal Dr. Ola'\'.b A
32007 Woo-Fri 10-7 Sat 1~
Sui 12-6 407-7046695

L.egti'nale gotrd 100"
~ w i h abtl.neSOO
cx:rrpa,y. l.k"i1'W:ld eoot-g
jXJla1tial,\\Ol1<bmh:lmea-

::dlool. w:irk p.J' OM1 hous.

www.-

lNT1:RNETWEAL1l-GROUP.WS
Won< For God!
Tu:, i:ay is awe9'.l1Tl01
PTifT irmedae q:ienrgs.
Cal 407-B00-9864

Room aval for elem, ~aid
resp. No Smoke, No Fels, senor
or !J8(liate student in lnwnaculale
32 home nea- UCF. Saeened-in
paliowilh20pen1011 ln-gomd
jll:uzzi, prof. pool1ablewtth li!j11s,
huge walk..-. kllchen, W/0, ~
cable, high,epeed wireless
lntlmet, security sys1an mid lawn
care. $550tno. AU. utiL incl. MoveIn ASAP. Call 407-709al98 for

more info.

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

Rocm9alh. YOO'OMl ~ I'MXk
ai oliM'n. $400,m:). Funshoo;
need boo. I i:ay 1/2 t:Jls. Krq,ts
l...!n:rg 40'1-928-2115 Ken
Selling Something? Wrth our 85%
sucx:ess rate, it's as good as gonel To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

FREE~

Apioot

m write. ~tranen

~ . 11 rronthsd:t
tvij mamered. 4W-249-ro13

/laxx.nirg is rd dfficutl I cai
~ jOO easiy t.rderstard
io:n.ni-g ard O\,fflXID:l p.J'
lea' of it GP.Aw/ 25 ~ eiip. $30
pertnr. Waterod Lakes aea.

40'1-404-2793
ATTEND COUEGE ONUNE
from H::me. "11,'a:i:;a!, "B..lSi1e5.5,
'Paalegal, •fta:otnli"g, •Qimai
Jusfue. J o o ~
assistn:e. Cooµier ~
Fnmal Ail ff cµilfied.

Cal (866)858-2121,
www.Cem.ra0rre.CXJ1Tl.

'

Man Works 84 Straight Days After
Using Tbera-Gesic®
BEXAR COUNTY - Tom W., a carpenter who specializes in building
high-end chicken coops, applied Thera-Gesic® to his sore shoulder and
back, and worked 84 straight ten-hour days. When
asked why he didn't take a few days off, he painlessly
replied: "None of your dang business"

Gop,dntes,/y wiJh Thm>-Gesk'
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5 6
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DUI?
POSSESSION?
TRAFFIC VIOLATION?

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

... ,. .,__ ···-----···

18 Took advantage
of
19 Scrubs, as pots
20 ·Bakery fare
named for their
shape
23 Actress Holmes
24 Mothers' month
25 !<'Id's building
block
28 Part of CBS:
Abbr.
29 ·Quixotic
reveries
32 1953 Western
hero to whom
Joey cried
"Comeback!"
34 Vacation home,
maybe
35 Stately tree
38 'Wait, there's

more ..."
39 Haff·_:coffee
order
40 Prefix with
friendly
41 Sunday dinners
43 Certain Sri
Lankan
45 ·Playground
fixture
47 Immortal
racehorse
Man_
51 Opie's dad
52 Coffee dispenser
53 Eagle's nest
54 ~f~ ~o!.~ho
58 Ohio city north of
Columbus
60 Pre-holiday times
61 Pester
62 Really digs
63 Domesticated
64MMX+X
65 Basic doctrines
66 One-armed
bandit
67"_ Haw"

By Todd Gross

DOWN
1 Chips and nuts
2'Wayto gor
3 Little barn fliers
4Cease-fire
5 t.:eggs product
6 Good thing to
keep when
hearing
opposing views
7 Bureaucratic
waste
8 "Take care of it"
9 "Batt. not _"
1a Puffed up, as a
sprain
11 Make queasy
12 Throw wide of
the mark, say
13 NFL gains
21 Rests one's feet
22 Ham holder
26 Detroit-based
financial org.
27 Capital on a ijord
29 Variously colored
flower
30 Small weight
units
31 One way to lower
an APR
33 Detest
35 Funny Bambeck
36 Minnesota's
state bird

10/15/09
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Last issue solved
37 Official spoken

language of aiina
39 Traveling show
42 Toronto's includes
theCNTower
43Quotas
44 Leopold's
co-defendant
46 Hot dog holder
48 A type of one
begins the
answers to
starred clues

49 Snoopy's flying
persona, e.g.
50 Baseball's
Jackson, a.k.a.
"Mr. October''
53 It's a good thing
55 Ex·senalor Trent
56 Genesis
grandson
57 Pixar clownfish
58Sch.near

Harvard
59 Enzyme suffix

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

lfi!!!J SERVICES
Ms-sion 1rp1D ~ May 11 •
Jt.ne8, 2010ilrda:i:aled,
clumg)i'gOlistials:
iio@MssionT~.org

Ca.pie dose to UCF sea<s
~ . d e t a l aiened,(Xll l!riel s:n.&S arinal lovE!' ilr
occasi:xlal pet~ 'M1el1 we
tra\,9. Prefer Jutir-Gra:I
s1wert. Wi &reell. Called

NWeerns2XX>@cd.CXJITl

a:xJ5 Bd:x:at T300 Tra:::k Skid
Steer, 3 Atla::tmenls n:i.ded,
Prk:e $42:0, Need b sel flS,

Former Assistant Public Defender

Discount for UCF students/ Free Consultation

BAHAMAS SPRII\G BREAK

407-982-3232

Corrpete5-0ay~
from$189.Al~roooe
~ cnise ard rotel

cxmd: b45n351@gnail.cxmeso254-7116

. ed t.=
Oassitl.
..~

www.Bam1a8tn.CXJ1T1
00).867-6018

Check out our Classifieds.
online and in print!
L888916S

New listings weekly!

L0009165
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Law Offices of Jennifer A. Jacobs

jajacobsESQ@gmail.com

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

rooms

BasiJols.....$29
&rl< Beds.....$169

1 &28ed'OomsFreeW/D,~,
fitness CEnB', paoos.

!3
l1

5 1 6

ACROSS
1 Premium movie
station
4Hammer·
wielding Norse
god
8 First voice of
Mickey Mouse
14 "This instant!"
15 WIii Rogers prop
16 Rallying cry
17 ISP with chat

For rrore norrriaro
cal: 407-405-2275

LJCF,NE OHLANDO
Comal Pone L.uxuy AiE

·•

CROSSWORD

Oiythe eoucgsous need~-

41.2 lrt- gotrd ~ . hcO.b. Al
Partialy fuTi5hecl.
$16'.nm:Jn. + Uti + Pool & ~
savre. Cal \ilwr1561-796-7966

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

!
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

slock.

~ rd.

© Puzzles by Pappocom

5
. --- ····-~
8

9
7 2

16

!

NO SALARY.~ a"d

at Dodd Road nea- Red Bug
Lake Road. $110Mnonth + 1
month deposit Avail Oct 1.
Call 407-oOIHl863 for more Info.

suldolku

·-·-·-·

1

P/f~~assooae
~ avai. Must Love Dcgs.
\let'1<8Tiel Elq:>. a r,tis!
l..ocaoons i1 Ola'\'.b 1m Sa1bd

$J3

I

2 8 3
Start Lp c.orrpa,y kxlkinJ ilr a,
artitbJs, rrdivaled mw:iJaJ
1o pi, asa U-tine pa-tner.
Skis i1 b.Jsi1ess parri"g, web
eo:n:irrt:s, m, either
expenerce 'Mlh a- a, i1lerest il,
the1tn a"d1elevisiorl m.s,y.

$19

• Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

l.ake&'Avabl sea ard a11 kJokirg
ilra ru, a"d flexille rovdJal 1D
~ me m:rllet by sig1 twiTg
ard oostunewe.rtgwavi"g.
Specific ever.-g events & "freelarre" i1 slrallg:: areas. Cmta:t
a:lak@msn.CXJITl

1m Red Cross trairg IJe[ened.
Repyb Shely fuks at

•

800 Miscellaneous

b1tl
First issue:
Each addl issue:

IOM1 a ! a g e ~ lrd
aftemfuol IJ'OJll'll i1 Waterford

8~123:JPM.

AIRUNES ARE HIRII\G
Trail ilr ttj1 ~ Almll1
McnenarreCaeer. FAA
WTJ\/0Clpogan. Fnmalctlff
q.Jaife:l-1-b.isrg~.
CAI.LAwoon lnstitue of
Mai1la.n:e (888)34&5387.

600

SUBLEASE

4x4 at Pegasus l...!n:rg, Rent is
$515 a roonlh, WO rd.dee!,
stutle to caTlJUS. Great 9¥l as
roooma1es. Cal 631-398-1316

sixi,tsSeM=Maketirg

Corrp & rTl1ltirg skils reressay.
Passion ilr sp'.)lls & JTKMeS.

Oum ruseiy expenerce

Suvey Taas Needed: Make$&
25 per &.rWy. www.GetPadTollii<.CXJITl

B
A
A
B

RATES

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Services
B
500 Announcements
A
Traver
B
700 Worship
B

A14 www.CentralF/oridaFuture.com

0ct.15, 2009 • (entnl :.Jlotib 1uturc

Publix

~!~~:st

· ·· . l991b

Our Exclusive Recipe,
Fresh Pork and Savory Spices
SAVE UP TO 1.00 LB

Assorted
Hoagie Rolls,
4-Count ............ .

_229

Handmade in Our Bakery,
Baked Fresh Throughout the Day,
From the Publix Bakery.
11-oz pkg.

Publix Deli
Sweet Coleslaw ..

. ....

299

Pick up for Your Next Picnic or
Tailgate Party, 32-oz cont.

Cape Cod
(2'\
Potato Chips . ... ... .
OO

~5

Assorted Varieties,
8 to 9-oz bag
Limit two deals.

'

Save on great tailgating items each week, only at your neighborhood Publix.

KNIGHTS vs.

For you, the tailgate party is the truest measure of your Knights pride. The bigger, juicier, and tastier the
food, the more honorable your allegiance. At Publix, we get that. That's why we have everything you
need to take on game day, all in one place. We call it The Ultimate Tailgate Party. You get in, load up,
and ultimately, Rule the Lot.

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Saturday,
October 17, 2009
Prices effective Thursday,
October 15 through Wednesday,
October 21 2009.

Pub I ix®
Proud Sponsor of Knights Tailgating
Visit theultlmatetailgateparty.com for your next play .

•
•

•
•

Howl-0-Scream is aseparate-ticketed night event. Thursday four-pack walk-up admission price $29.95, prices per person plus tax. Savings on advance purchase. Valid for four or more admissions on same Thursdays, October 1, 8, 15, 22 and 29. Event dates and times are
subject to change or cancellation without notice. Parking is not Included. Costumes not permitted. Some restrictions apply. © 2009 Busch Entertainment Corporation. All rights reserved.
I

I
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